
- Go up higher in the building and hunt around for a cell signal. 

There must be a way to get through to the police. 

Go to the third floor, and talk to Valerie
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Exit the forest (Not through teleport)

place that has a clear signal.

- Maybe you can hunt for a cell signal. There could be some 

V89091: (One Sex scene, One Kamasutra Page)

Walkthrough

Recommended

- Crystal Ball Hints

Walkthrough 89% - 97% By Alpine Eagle



Then, go up to the top floor of the east wing
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In the corner there is a crack, use a pickaxe on it

Go to the roof
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Go out and talk to everyone

- Head for the east tower. You need to draw Tillman away 

from the girls.
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Go to the basement
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After the dialogue and the scene, go for Andy

After talking to Andy, go to the next room
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Take key
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Apply the key here

Go back to Andy

- Go to the kitchen and save the girls.
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(Sex scene)

- Parker is somewhere in the building. Go find him.

Come out of the kitchen, and go into the hall
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Second floor

Third floor
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Kamasutra Pages:

Take an Empty Container
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Go to the kitchen
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Type the rice into the container
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Go back to the third floor, the east wing
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Apply a container of rice on nitroglycerin
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Go to the forest, to the Ruined Church and put dynamite in 
the rocks

Go through the forest (up, up, down, down, left)
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Stand here

The Kamasutra teleported to the second floor (East wing)
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Well done, v89 completed!

V92092:  (Two Sex scenes, One Kamasutra Page)

- Go to the woods and see if you can find Buddie. 
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- You need to free Violet. There are pipes and cables in the 

basement. You need to cut the right ones. Talk to Buddie if 

you need help. 

You need to cut two cables

Go to Valerie's room
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Go to the basement
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Go back
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- Go talk to Katherine and Buddie. You can’t leave until Buddie 
can walk. 

Return to the hall

Go for Amber
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(Sex scene)

- Give Buddie some leather so he can make a leg brace. 
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- Go find some pain medication. Remember, you shut off the 

security to the entire

Go to the third floor, east wing
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Go back to Buddie
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Go into the hall, then into Valerie's room
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(Sex scene)

Kamasutra Page:

Go to the Ruined Church, and click here
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Go to the third floor, East wing

Use a pickaxe
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Use the magnet on the chest, then the key
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Well done, v92 completed!

V94101:  (One Sex Scene)

- Go to the woods and help Buddie find Violet.
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After talking to Buddie, go to the Ruined Church

After watching the scene, go save Violet in the church ruins
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Talk to Violet (Sex scene)
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lightning

  

Switch the speed to Hyper, so you will be easier to bypass

but don’t get electrocuted!
- Everyone is spread throughout the building. Find them all, 

Go inside the building (Teleport is not working)



Location of all:

Andy - ground floor, east wing
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Katherine - ground floor, west wing

Simon - ground floor, chapel
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Mrs. Bancroft (Amanda) - west wing, Mr. Parker's bedroom
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Valerie (Mom) - third floor, east wing
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Amber will come out herself

Take a Photo if you haven't done it before (v86082)
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Go to the third floor, to the east wing

though. Everything you need starts on the 3rd floor.
gap in the woods. You’ll need to use the welder to fix it 
- There’s something on the 3rd floor you can use to cross the 



Fix the ladder with a welding machine
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Go to Dame Woods
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After the scene go on a ladder
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Well done, v94 completed!

V96102: (One sex scene)

Talk to Buddie. But don’t forget to save your game first.
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Go to the Elevator
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Go into the building

V97111:

Well done, v96 completed!

After the dialogues enjoy the sex scene



Watch the scene. Save
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Well done, v97 completed!
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